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Abstract : Now A Day’s Farmers Are Using The Internet Of Things And Smart Senses To Get Access To Information Of Product. The Importance Of Mobile Devices Is Increased And Farmers Are Also Included In Digitalization. Android Is New Interesting Mobile Based Language And By Using This Language Apps Will Be Created. It Provides Lots Of Inbuilt Functions, Api’s For Development Of Mobile Application. It Provides Simple Way For Farmers To Sell Their Product To Their Product By Basis Of Quality Point Of View. In This Paper, We Have Done Rigorous Survey On Mobile Applications Used For Farmers Along With Problem Statement, Methodology Adopted, And Result And Discussion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Our Government Initiates A Very Good Concept That Is Digitalization India And Basis Of This Concept There Will Be Reducing Time Consumption Problem, Automation Is Increased And Also Farmers Are Seeing This In New Way Interesting. This Platform Will Be Able To Provide Sending Sample Product Image To APMC. Just Create Profile On This App By Registration Take Snap Of Product. App Will Automatically Check The Quality Of Product. After Deciding It Is Good Quality Product, App Automatically Compress Image And Send It To APMC. Mobile Devices These Days Have Gradually Become More Powerful And Distributive, Influencing Our Daily Lives On Larger Scale. Android, Which Has Proven To Be One Among The Best Mobile-Based Application Development Platform, Provides The Developers With ManyApis And Tools For The Development Of Mobile Applications. This Application Aims At Providing A Simple Solution For Providing Product Of Farmers To The Agricultural Produce Market Committee (APMC). It Is Simple Mobile Point Of Sale For Farmers. It Is Also Helps Them To Market Their Product Online. For Farmer It Offers Better Price Discovery.

II. SURVEY ON EXISTING WORK

Authors In [1] Implemented E-Agro Android Application (Integrated Farming Management System For Sustainable Development Of Farmers) For Modern Farmer For The Professional Management Of Agricultural Farms. Algorithm Adopted Works In Following Steps: 1. Keep Records For All Assets Of His Farm (Fields, Machines, Raw-Materials). 2 Get Access To Pesticides, Fertilizers And Seed Databases. Manage All Inputs Inventories And Stock, Keep Track Of Inflow And Outflow. 3 Plan Farming Activities, Monitor Execution And Have A Full Log Of All Farming Activities. 4. Receive Information, Warnings And Alerts Regarding Natural Calamities And Weather Disturbance And Also Comes With Proper Suggestions. 5 Prepare Financial Budgets And Monitor Its Execution. 6 Monitor Detail Farming Costs Per Crop, Field, Task And Individual Task Input And Have A Complete Picture Of Financials Of His Farm. 7 Full Portability. All Required Data Is Available Locally On The Mobile Device. No Internet Connection Is Required To Operate The Application. 8. GPS Location Tracking. 9. All Land Fields And Farming Tasks Can Be Located And Annotated On Google Maps. 10. Use Of Device Camera To Capture Images/Photos And Associate/Store Them With Fields, Persons, Machines, Crops Etc. Working Of E-Agro Android Application (Integrated Farming Management System For Sustainable Development Of Farmers) Is Given In Figure 1.
In Result And Discussion Section Authors Focused On Offer Expertise Service To Farmers Regarding Cultivation Of Crops, Pricing, Fertilizers, And Disease Detail Method Of Cure To Be Used Etc. And Even Suggestions Regarding Modern Techniques For Cultivation, Usage Of Bio-Fertilizers, Can Obtain Best Crop Cultivation In The Recent History Of The Region Etc. Our Main Aim Will Be Concentrated On Bringing The Modern Agricultural Techniques To The Remote Farmers. The Relentlessly Increasing Importance And Application Of Information Technologies (It's) In Agriculture Have Given Birth To A New Field Called E-Agro, Which Focus On Improving Agricultural And Rural Development Through A Variety Of Technologies. AGRONOMY-An Android Application Regarding Farmer Utility Discussed In [2] Makes Application Available 7/12 To The Farmer. To Provide The Information Of Manufacturers And Dealers Of Fertilizers, Pesticides And Insecticides. To Keep The Farmer Updated With News And Market Prices. Authors Developed Algorithm Which Operates In The Following Steps:

2. News Related Only To Agriculture Field Will Be Displayed So As To Avoid The Data Which Is Not Useful To The Farmer.

Outcome Of AGRONOMY-An Android Application Regarding Farmer Utility Is Given In Following Figures [2].
In [3] discussed a modern farming technique using Android application aim to provide modern farming technique using Android app to enhance transparency in the agriculture commodity marketplace by providing market price information, facilitating collective buying of inputs and collective selling of produce. Authors adopted following methodology to provide novice techniques for farmers:

1. Weather forecast report
2. Information about crops
3. News and feeds
4. Farming tools and technology

Use case diagram for a modern farming techniques using Android application is given in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Use Case Diagram for a Modern Farming Techniques Using Android Application

Use of modern farming techniques using Android application farming are given in following snapshots.
Authors in [4] discussed on Android-based solution for Indian agriculture management which is to develop an Android application to manage agricultural activities those are doing on daily, weekly, and monthly basis in the farm.

Android-based solution for Indian agriculture management works in the following steps to create profile of farmer, farm, and crop in that farm.

1. Weather information on the basis of village registered.
2. Prepare financial budgets and monitor its execution.
3. Keep records for all assets of farm (fields, machines, raw-materials).
5. Generate revenue on the basis of expenditure record and income generated.
6. Information of different government of India scheme for Indian farmers.
7. Get access to pesticides, fertilizers, and seed databases.

Working of Android-based solution for Indian agriculture management is given in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Working of Android-based solution for Indian agriculture management

Outcome of Android-based solution for Indian agriculture management is an Android-based solution for Indian agriculture management which will be useful to give solution for Indian agricultural management to improve their crop yield. The application would be a benefit to the Indian farmers as it addresses the key problems of getting the market updates of different products.

An Android application for farmers to disseminate horticulture information is discussed in [5] is to introduce this system is to provide the flowers, fruits, and vegetables details information (such as soil, fertilizer, method for harvesting, etc) to the farmer in voice form, free of cost, anytime, anywhere using Android smart phone without internet service.

Authors adopted following methodology to overcome the limitations mentioned in the problem statement. Authors have designed a system that will provide the horticulture information to the farmer using Android phone in the form of voice data. No cost of PC & laptop is required. No internet services required. All the information is provided in Gujarati language so the literate farmers of Gujarat state can easily operate the system just by dialing numbers from the mobile keypad. No call or SMS charges, it provides free information anywhere and anytime. As the system gets installed on Android phone, tower problem will not be a problem anymore.

Outcome of the an Android application for farmers to disseminate horticulture information is as follows.

**Admin Module**
1. Login
2. Add Crops
3. Update Crops Info
4. Upload Video
5. View Feedback

**User Module**
1. Registration
2. Login
3. View Crops /Video
4. Upload Video
5. Feedback
6. Chat
Technical Expert Module
1. Registration
2. Login
3. Chat

Mahafarm—An Android Based Solution For Remunerative Agriculture [7] Is The Advancement Of ICT Can Be Utilized For Providing Accurate And Timely Relevant Information And Services To The Farmers, Thereby Facilitating An Environment For Remunerative Agriculture.

Authors Adopted Following Methodology To Provide Solution To The Farmers
1. Crop Specific Data Would Be Made Available By Means Of A Static Database Present Within The Phone Itself In Order To Reduce Data Transmission Costs.
2. Crop Prices With Respect To Date As Well As Market Location.
4. Information Retrieval Is Done Through: GPRS: The Connection Cost In This Case Is Reduced To A Minimum Since Only Those Few Bytes Requested By The User Will Be Downloaded To The Mobile Phone.
5. Wi-Fi: A Feature Available For Smart/3G Mobile Phones Having A Wi-Fi Adapter. The Application In This Case Directly Routes The Connection Through Wi-Fi, Hence Totally Eliminating The Cost.

Outcome Of Mahafarm—An Android Based Solution For Remunerative Agriculture Are As Given Below.
III. Conclusion

In This Paper, We Have Done Rigorous Survey On Mobile Applications Used For Farmers Along With Problem Statement, Methodology Adopted, And Result And Discussion.
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